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CONVOCATION I 2 P.M., FEBRUARY 18, 2010 
ILLINOIS' FIRST PUBLIC UNIVERSITY 
153 YEARS OF EXCELLENCE-On February 18, 1857, Governor William Bissell oflllinois 
signed a bill creating a normal school and establishing the Board of Education of the State 
oflllinois as its governing body. The bill stipulated that the permanent location would be 
the place that offered the most favorable inducements. Jesse W. Fell took up the cam-
paign for Bloomington and obtained financial backing totaling $141 ,000. Abraham 
Lincoln, acting as attorney for the board, drew up the bond guaranteeing the Blooming-
ton citizens would fulfill their financial pledges. 
Illinois State Normal University was consequently founded as the first public insti-
tution of higher education in the state. Established as a teacher education institution, 
Illinois State has developed into a multipurpose university with degree programs at the 
bachelor's, master's, and doctoral levels. 
The University is one of 12 public universities in Illinois. Its 34 academic depart-
ments offer more than 188 fields of study in the Colleges of Applied Science and Tech-
nology, Arts and Sciences, Business, Education, Fine Arts, and the Mennonite College 
of Nursing. The Graduate School coordinates 39 master's, two specialist, and nine 
doctoral programs. The University's academic programs are supported by the services 
and collections of Milner Library, which contains more than three million holdings 
and special collections. 
Illinois State is accredited by the Higher Learning Commission of the North 
Central Association of Colleges and Schools. The teacher-preparation programs are 
accredited by the National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education and are 
certified by the Illinois State Board of Education. Mennonite College of Nursing is 
accredited by the National League for Nursing, as well as the North Central Asso-
ciation. In addition, numerous programs hold discipline-based accreditation. The 
University is also associated with 27 professional agencies, such as the American 
Psychological Society, the National Association of Schools of Art and Design, and 
the National Athletic Training Association. 
The University enrolls students from throughout Illinois, 49 states, and 67 coun-
tries. Students are mentored by faculty members, including numerous teacher-scholars 
recognized at national and international levels dedicated to superior teaching. 
Conveniently located in Central Illinois, the University is situated at the inter-
section of three major interstate highways, as well as along the Chicago-St. Louis 
railroad corridor. Due to its easy access in a region of strong economic growth and 
its multidimensional profile, Illinois State is able to respond to the varied needs and 
interests of its constituents and contribute to the development of its students as 
responsible citizens. 
CONVOCATION PROGRAM 
BnoWN BALLROOM , BoNE STUDENT CENTER 
PROCESSIONAL 
Led by Distinguished Professors 
Faculty led by Daniel Holland, chairperson, Academic Senate 
"Procession of the Academics," David Maslanka 
Performed by the Illinois State University Wind Symphony 
Stephen Steele, conductor 
NATIONAL ANTHEM 
Performed by Colleen Longo 
School of Music 
WELCOME AND OPENING REMARKS 
Al Bowman, president 
PRESENTATION OF THE HONORARY DEGREE 
Al Bowman 
PRESENTATION OF 2010 DISTINGUISHED PROFESSORS 
Sheri Noren Everts, vice president and provost 
PRESENTATION OF 2010 UNIVERSITY PROFESSOR 
Sheri Noren Everts 
PRESENTATION OF OUTSTANDING UNIVERSITY TEACHERS AND RESEARCHERS AWARDS 
Sheri Noren Everts 
PRESENTATION OF UNIVERSITY TEACHING INITIATIVE AND RESEARCH INITIATIVE AWARDS 
Sheri Noren Everts 
OUTSTANDING UNIVERSITY SERVICE AWARD 
Sheri Noren Everts 
SERVICE INITIATIVE AWARD 
Sheri Noren Everts 
PRESENTATION OF THE STAN AND SANDY RlvEs EXCELLENCE IN 
UNDERGRADUATE EDUCATION AWARD 
Sheri Noren Everts 
PRESENTATION OF THE HERB SANDERS AWARD FOR OUTSTANDING 
ACADEMIC ADVISEMENT 
Dianne Ashby, vice president for University Advancement 
PRESENTATION OF THE WILLIAMS OUTSTANDING TECHNOLOGY S E RVICE AWARD 
Dianne Ashby 
REcoGNITION OF THE NEAL R. GAMsKY AwARD 
Dianne Ashby 
PROGRAM CONTINUED 
PRESENTATION OF THE DAVID A . STRAND DIVERSITY ACHIEVEMENT AWARD 
David A. Strand, president emeritus 
PRESENTATION OF filUMNI AWARDS 
Gary Tiffany, chairman of the Alumni Association 
Outstanding Young Alumni Award 
Alumni Achievement Award 
E. Burton Mercier Alumni Award 
Distinguished Alumni Award 
Senator John W Maitland Jr., Commitment to Education Award 
PRESENTATION OF THE OUTSTANDING UNIVERSITY GRADUATE STUDENT 
TEACHING AWARDS 
Steve Adams, vice president of Student Affairs 
RECOGNITION OF STUDENT SCHOLARSHIPS 
Steve Adams 
RECOGNITION OF BONE, PRESIDENTIAL, AND UNIVERSITY SCHOLARS 
Steve Adams 
RECOGNITION 01' THE ENVIRONMENTAL STEWARDSHIP AWARD 
Daniel Layzell, vice president for Finance and Planning 
RECOGNITION OF THE 2010 TEAM EXCELLENCE AWARD 
Daniel Layzell 
PRESENTATION OF THE AoMINISTRATIVEf PROl'ESSIONAL COUNCIL AND 
CIVIL SERVICE COUNCIL AWARD RECIPIENTS 
Daniel Layzell 
RECOGNITION OF EMPLOYEES 
Daniel Layzell 
RECOGNITION OP Educating Illinois IN ACTION RECIPIENTS 
Daniel Layzell 
CLOSING REMARKS 
Al Bowman 
"THE UNIVERSITY HYMN " 
Performed by the Illinois State University Symphonic Winds 
Led by Colleen Longo 
RECESSIONAL 
"Procession of the Academics," David Maslanka 
Performed by the Illinois State University Wind Symphony 
RECEPTION 
There will be a reception at approximately 3:30 p.m. in the Brown Ballroom, 
Bone Student Center 
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HONORARY DEGREE RECIPIENT 
• THOMAS R. LAMONT • 
Thomas R. Lamont '69 is the assistant secretary for Manpower and Reserve Affairs for the 
United States Department of the Army. He was nominated by President Barack Obama and 
received unanimous support from the United States Senate. Lamont has served as a colonel in 
the Illinois Army National Guard, Office of the Judge Advocate General. He retired in 2007 
after 25 years of service. 
Lamont holds a bachelor's degree from Illinois State Universiry, where he majored in social 
science education, and a law degree from the Universiry of Illinois' College of Law. As a Spring-
field attorney, Lamont's focus has been government law and legislative affairs. He has served as 
executive director of the Office of the State Attorney Appellate Prosecutor and director of civil 
litigation in the Office of the Illinois Attorney General. Lamont was also the executive director of 
the Illinois Board of Higher Education, a trustee of the State Universiry Retirement System, and 
a member of the United States Senate Judicial Nomination Commission. 
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2010 DISTINGUISHED PROFESSORS 
The Distinguished Professor appointment, which recognizes outstanding teachers and scho/,ars, is 
the most prestigious honor that can be earned by a faculty member at Illinois State University . 
• VICTOR G. DEVINATZ • 
Victor G. Devinatz's record of publications and teaching exemplify 
the life of a dedicated and serious scholar. Devinatz's scholarship is 
characterized by its interdisciplinary nature and seriousness. Many 
of his publications appear in top-tier journals devoted to industrial/ 
labor relations, labor studies, and labor history. He has also published 
articles in a number of interdisciplinary social scientific journals, such 
as Science & Society, International Social Science Review, and Nature, 
Society, and Thought. Much of his theoretical analysis is drawn from 
the fields of history and sociology, which he applies to archival research data in studying a 
wide range of industrial relations topics and issues. 
The interdisciplinary nature of his work is also indicated by the wide range of scholarly 
journals and textbooks that have mentioned Devinatz's work. His work has been cited in man-
agement and industrial/labor relations journals, including Academy of Management Review, 
Industrial and Labor Re/,ations Review, Industrial Re/,ations, British Journal of Industrial Re/,a-
tions, Journal of Labor Research, and Labor Studies Journal among others. His research also 
has been quoted in well-established and new textbooks in labor relations, including The Labor 
Re/,ations Process (ninth edition, 2008), Labor Re/,ations: Development, Structure, Process (10th 
edition, 2009) and Labor Re/,ations: Striking a Ba/,ance (second edition, 2008) . 
Devinatz has been previously recognized as a Caterpillar Scholar, the College of Business 
Researcher, and the Outstanding Universiry Researcher. 
. JOHN B. PRYOR • 
John B. Pryor is a nationally and internationally recognized scholar, an 
outstanding teacher, and a solid departmental citizen. He has earned 
a national reputation for his work in the areas of social psychology 
of stigma and the nature of sexual harassment. He has been on the 
forefront of social psychological research on HN-related stigma and 
sociery's perceptions and attitudes toward people with HN. This 
work has been theoretically innovative, while also providing important 
applied implications for practice and policy. 
Pryor has published 81 journal articles and chapters in edited volumes, and has made 
more than 180 presentations at conferences and colloquia during his career. His work has 
appeared in top academic outlets, including the journal of Personality and Social Psychology, 
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journal of Experimental Social Psychology, and Personality and Social Psychology Bulletin. His 
research has been cited 1,760 times and has been supported through grants from the Office 
of Naval Research, National Center for Disease Control, National Science Foundation, 
Department of Veterans Affairs, and the AED/Ford Foundation. The breadth of his impact 
can be noted by the wide range of national and international journals that he reviews and 
the number of invited talks and addresses he has given. Pryor has been a grant reviewer for 
the National Science Foundation, National Institutes of Health, and the Social Science and 
Humanities Research Counsel of Canada. 
Pryor served as College of Arts and Sciences research coordinator for three years and 
served a year as interim chair. He has taught successfully in venues ranging from large lecture 
settings to small laboratory settings to individual mentoring. His stellar teaching is appreciated 
by students, as reflected in his consistently high student evaluations and honors bestowed by 
the Red Tassel Chapter of Mortar Board. 
2010 UNIVERSITY PROFESSOR 
The University Professor appointment is made to a faculty member or administrator who 
holds the rank of fall professor and who has achieved national recognition for scholarly research, 
creative production, or leadership in creative or scholarly activities . 
• DANIEL EVERETT. 
Dan Everett joined the Department of Language, Literatures, and Cultures in 2006 as 
department chair. He earned a Ph.D. in linguistics at the State University of Campinas, 
in Brazil. Everett taught at the University of Campinas from 1980-1986. From there he 
moved to the University of Pittsburgh where he was professor of linguistics and anthropol-
ogy and chair of the Department of Linguistics. He accepted a professorship in phonetics 
and phonology at the University of Manchester, England, in 2000 and served there until 
moving to Illinois State University. 
Everett has published more than 90 articles and six books. His latest book has been 
translated into six languages and published in eight countries. Profiles of Everett's research 
have been published in The New Yorker, New Scientist, GEO Magazine, Gehirn & Geist, 
Scientific American Mind, and Science News. Articles about him and his work have been 
published in newspapers internationally. Everett has given more than three dozen invited 
plenary lectures around the world. His research has concluded that human language is not 
an innate characteristic of our species, but that it is developed in each individual based on 
general human intelligence, problem solving, and cultural learning. His findings contradict 
the most widespread theory of language to date. 
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PAST DISTINGUISHED PROFESSORS 
2009-Susan Sprecher, Sociology and Anthropology 
2008-Radheshyam Jayaswal, Biological Sciences; and Glenn Reeder, Psychology 
2007-Curtis White, English 
2006-Scott Sakaluk, Biological Sciences; and John Shields, English 
2005-No appointments made 
2004-David Borst, Biology; and Rainer Grobe, Physics 
2003-Willard Bohn, Foreign Languages 
2002-Sreven Juliano, Biology 
2001-Richard Stivers, Sociology 
2000-James D. Burler, Arr; and Timothy D. Lash, Chemistry 
1999-Charles Orser Jr., Anthropology 
1998-Diane R. Urey, Foreign Languages; and Ralph A. Weisheit, Criminal Justice Sciences 
1997-Edward Hines, Educational Administration and Foundations; and Mark Wyman, History 
1996-Lucia Gersi, English; and Brian Wilkinson, Biological Sciences 
1995-Laura Berk, Psychology; and Lanny Morreau, Specialized Educational Development 
1994-Roger Anderson, Biological Sciences; and Richard Payne, Political Science 
1993-Joel Myers, Arr; and Douglas West, Chemistry 
1992-Paul Baker, Educational Administration and Foundations; and Carol Thornton, Mathematics 
1991-Frances Anderson, Art; and John Freed, History 
1990-Anrhony Liberta, Biological Sciences; and Rodger Tarr, English 
1989-John Dossey, Mathematics; and Thomas Fitch, Curriculum and Instruction 
1988-Harold Gregor, Arr 
1987-Ann Noire, Health Sciences; and Cheryl Stevenson, Chemistry 
1986-Rari Ram, Economics; and Arlan Richardson, Chemistry and Biological Sciences 
1985-Ray Lewis White, English 
1984-Franzie Loepp, Industrial Technology; and Edward Mackford, Biological Sciences 
1983-Roque Cordero, Music; and G. Alan Hickrod, Educational Administration and Foundations 
1982-Herman Brockman, Biological Sciences; and Edward Schapsmeier, Hisrory 
-Benjamin Hubbard, College of Education 
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OUTSTANDING UNIVERSITY TEACHER AWARD, 
CATEGORY I 
The Outstanding University Teacher Award, Category l honors exceptional Illinois State faculty 
members whose teaching accomplishments are unusually significant and meritorious among their 
colleagues at the University and beyond, and who are tenured or in a tenure-track position . 
. MARGARET NAUTA • 
Margaret Nauta joined the Department of Psychology in 1997. She has caught a wide range 
of courses, and has mentored students through the direction of one doctoral dissertation, 
15 master's theses, 19 undergraduate research apprenticeships, 18 undergraduate reaching 
assistantships, and numerous other our-of-class projects. Many of these student projects have 
resulted in professional presentations and publications. Naura has also served as a mentor for 
junior faculty in her department. Her reaching philosophy emphasizes establishing a strong 
instructor-student relationship; stimulating interest by relating material to students' lives and 
demonstrating its practical applicability; and offering diverse, developmentally appropriate, 
and distributed learning experiences. N aura has published articles in Teaching of Psychology and 
has presented at conferences held by the American Psychological Association's Society for the 
Teaching of Psychology division. She is a prior winner of a Teaching Initiative Award and the 
College of Arcs and Sciences Outstanding College Teacher Award. 
• Rosrn HAucK • 
Rosie Hauck joined Business Information Systems and the Department of Accounting in 
2004. She has caught a variety of courses in business information systems. In addition she 
has served as an advisor to the Business Information Systems Club. Her reaching philosophy 
focuses on building various connections: between students and the course concepts; between 
students and faculty; and between students and the community. To help facilitate these con-
nections, she utilizes different technologies in her classes and engages her business systems 
analysis classes in real-world client projects. In her five years at Illinois Scare, students in her 
classes have worked with more than 30 different departments and organizations within and 
outside of Illinois Scare. She has been recognized as a leader in rhe use of educational technolo-
gies to enhance student learning and commw1icarion. Hauck has presented on the effective use 
of these technologies at various workshops and within the University. She has also presented 
and published scholarly work in rhe area of effective educational technology use in her dis-
cipline. She is a prior recipient of a Teaching Initiative Award, as well as other college-level 
reaching awards. 
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OUTSTANDING UNIVERSITY TEACHER AWARD, 
CATEGORY II 
The Outstanding University Teacher Award, Category JI, honors exceptional Illinois State 
teachers whose teaching accomplishments are unusualf; significant and meritorious among their 
colleagues at the University and beyond, but who are not tenured or in a tenure-track position . 
• JENNIFER SILVA McDADE • 
Jennifer Silva McDade joined the School of Communication in 2002. From 2005-2009 
she served in a variety of roles, including lecturer and advisor. McDade's teaching supports 
active learning. To accomplish this, she integrates civic and political engagement in all 
courses. She shares this passion with other colleagues and students through her participa-
tion in the American Democracy Project. McDade also credits professional development 
opportunities at the Center for Teaching, Learning, and Technology for her success as a 
teacher. She recently accepted a position in the College of Education to work on a new 
grant-funded initiative with the Chicago Teacher Education Pipeline . 
. CATHERINE KAEsBERG • 
Catherine Kaesberg joined the Illinois State faculty in 1999 when the University and Men-
nonite College of Nursing merged. Her clinical concentration has been in medical-surgical 
nursing and facilitation of the National Council Licensure Examination success. She 
received her degree in nursing i£1; 1979, having focused on critical care nursing. Soon after 
Kaesberg began working part-time on a baccalaureate degree in nursing at St. Louis Uni-
versity. Upon completion of the B.S.N. she branched into the academic setting of nursing 
and began a career in nursing education. As a teacher at a diploma school of nursing, she 
realized the importance of higher education in nursing. Kaesberg also appreciated the vital 
role of advanced practice nursing. She completed her master's in nursing and decided that 
nursing education was her true touchstone. 
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OUTSTANDING UNIVERSITY RESEARCHER AWARD 
The Outstanding University Researcher Award recognizes faculty whose research is acknowledged at 
the national or international level for its quality and contribution to the profession or discipline . 
• CRAIG GATTO. 
Craig Gatto joined the Department of Biological Sciences faculty in 2000. He earned his 
Ph.D. in physiology from the University of Missouri-Columbia. His research interests have 
centered on the processes of ion transport across cell membranes. Most notably Gatto studies 
the Na, K-pump, which is the pharmacological target for the treatment of congestive heart 
failure with cardiotonic steroids. Since joining Illinois State he has published his work in 
leading scientific journals, procured extramural funding from several agencies totaling more 
than $2.5 million, served on several grant review panels for national and international fund-
ing agencies, presented his work both nationally and internationally, and is an annual review-
er for eight journals within his discipline. Gatto has also served on Illinois State's Research 
Advisory Board and Research Travel Awards Committee. He has received the Research Initia-
tive, University Service Initiative, College of Arts and Sciences Service, and Outstanding Col-
lege Researcher awards. 
• SESHA KETHINENI • 
Sesha Kethineni joined the Department of Criminal Justice Sciences in 1989. She received 
her Ph.D. in criminal justice from Rutgers-The State University of New Jersey and an LL.M. 
degree from the University of Illinois-Champaign. Her internationally recognized research has 
focused on family violence, comparative juvenile justice, international drug policies, female 
criminality in India, and human rights. She has completed an edited book, Comparative and 
International Policing, justice, and Tramnational Crime. In 1997 she received the Distinguished 
Book Award by the International Division of American Society of Criminology for her work, 
Comparative Delinquency: India and the United States. Kethineni has also received the College 
of Applied Science and Technology's Outstanding Researcher Award. 
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UNIVERSITY TEACHING INITIATIVE AWARD 
The University Teaching Initiative Award is presented to faculty who, within their first five years at 
Illinois State, have exhibited considerable promise in teaching earry in their academic careers . 
. HAE JIN GAM. 
Hae Jin Garn joined the Department of Family and Consumer Sciences in 2007. Garn has 
taught apparel design and construction courses for lower and upper divisions, CAD for 
apparel design, professional practice, and travel study for fashion. Gam's approach to teaching 
focuses on engaging her students, employing a variety of teaching approaches, and recogniz-
ing learner differences and abilities, as well as tailoring her practices to the needs of individual 
students and situations. She interacts with students through fieldtrips, fundraising, study 
tours, research, and refereed presentations. Her biggest project with students, tided C2CAD: 
A Sustainable Apparel Design and Production Conceptual Framework, was funded by the 
Environmental Protection Agency, P3 Award: A National Student Design Competition for 
Sustainability Focusing on People, Prosperity, and the Planet. She has also been selected as the 
Department of Family and Consumer Sciences Outstanding Teacher for 2009 . 
• SHAMIRA GELBMAN • 
Shamira Gelbman joined the Department of Politics and Government in 2007. She 
received her Ph.D. in government from the University of Virginia. Gelbman has taught 
courses on American politics, including general education courses on U.S. government and 
civic practices; upper-level undergraduate courses on the presidency, political parries and 
interest groups, and public opinion; as well as graduate seminars on the American politics 
subfield of political science and American political development. She hopes to facilitate 
both the enhancement of her students' knowledge of the development and workings of the 
American political system and the cultivation of their ability to engage critically in political 
and civic affairs. To this end, she has introduced several innovative projects such as political 
blogging, author correspondence, wiki authoring, and an Election Day exit poll of voters in 
two Normal precincts. 
• MARTHA HORST . 
Martha Horst joined the Illinois State faculty in 2006. She has taught courses in applied 
musicianship and music theory at undergraduate and graduate levels, and has mentored 
undergraduate and graduate composers. She created the Illinois State New Music Festival in 
2007-a festival that brings nationally recognized composers and musicians specializing in con-
temporary music to the University for a series of concerts, master classes, and reading sessions 
of student composers' works-in-progress. Since 2008 she has served as head of the music the-
ory and composition area at Illinois State. She uses creative composition projects in her music 
theory classes to show students the connections between music theory and music practice. 
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UNIVERSITY RESEARCH INITIATIVE AWARDS 
The University Research Initiative Award is presented to faculty who, within their first five years at 
Illinois State, have initiated a promising research agenda early in their academic careers . 
. HEDDA MEADAN-KAPLANSKY. 
Hedda Meadan-Kaplansky joined the Department of Special Education in 2006. She earned a 
Ph.D. in special education from the University of Illinois-Champaign. Her research interests 
focus on the communication and social behavior of yow1g children with disabilities and on 
families with children with disabilities. Her goal is to generate research that will contribute to 
the development of theory and practice to enhance the lives of young children with disabilities 
and their families. She has been published, with her coauthors, in the leading peer-reviewed 
research and practitioner journals in special education, early childhood special education, 
and communication disorders. She has made 28 presentations at national and international 
conferences, disseminating her research findings to others. In addition Meadan-Kaplansky has 
been involved with external and internal grants totaling nearly one million dollars in funding. 
She is the principal investigator of a highly competitive and prestigious federal research grant 
awarded by the U.S. Department of Education, Institute of Education Sciences, focusing on 
early intervention for young children with disabilities . 
• ERIK URSON • 
Erik Larson joined the School of Biological Sciences faculty in 2007. He earned a Ph.D . 
in molecular and cellular biology from Indiana University in 2001. Larson was appointed 
a postdoctoral fellowship in 2002 at the University of Washington School of Medicine in 
Seattle, where his research broadened to include the influence of human DNA repair on 
immunity. In 2003 he was awarded a highly competitive rwo-year grant from the National 
Institute of Health to support this postdoctoral research. As an assistant professor of bio-
chemistry and molecular biology at Illinois State, he has continued his research on DNA 
repair and genome stability. Larson has published 11 articles in leading scientific journals. 
His lab has made progress on understanding fundamental mechanisms of human DNA 
repair, lymphoma development, and immunity. He has received the New Faculty Initiative 
Award, Pre-tenure Faculty Initiative Award, and the Research Enhancement Award. 
II 
• KATHERINE ELLISON • 
Katherine Ellison joined the Department of English in 2005. She earned her Ph.D. from 
Emory University in 2004. Ellison has helped to revolutionize 18th century scholarship by 
coediting Digital Defoe, the first online peer-reviewed journal in 18th-century studies, and 
founding the The Island 18 Historical and Digital Literacy Project, a 3D reconstruction 
of 18th-century London in collaboration with several other universities. Ellison has been 
published rwice in the top journal in her field, Eighteenth Century Fiction, and has authored 
what is now a standard text in media history and in sociology courses on information 
management, Fatal News: Reading and Information Overload in Early Eighteenth-Century 
Literature. She has received the Dean's Award for Outstanding Scholarly Achievement (pre-
tenure) and the University Teaching Initiative Award . 
• CARA E. RABE-HEMP • 
Cara E. Rabe-Hemp joined the Department of Criminal Justice Sciences in 2001. She 
received her Ph.D. in criminal justice from the University of Illinois-Chicago in 2005. 
Rabe-Hemp's area of research is focused in policing. She is interested in how gender 
affects opportunities in the field. Rabe-Hemp is the author of Does Gender Matter?, a book 
examining everyday police-citizen encounters to explore divergent helping and controlling 
behaviors berween male and female officers. Additionally, it has informed the existing body 
of literature by examining women officers' experiences in rural departments, career paths of 
women in police organizations, and women's survivability in traditionally male-dominated 
organizations. Rabe-Hemp's interest in women's experiences in these types of environments 
has expanded to the more general topic of underrepresented populations. She is a member 
of several local criminal justice committees that serve the Illinois State, Bloomington, and 
Normal communities. 
• CHRISTOPHER MULLIGAN. 
Christopher Mulligan joined the Department of Chemistry in August 2008 after complet-
ing doctoral and post-doctoral work at Purdue University. He earned his B.S. in chemistry 
from Northern Illinois University in 2003. Mulligan's research centers on developing a 
new generation of chemical instrumentation that allows rapid and direct chemical analy-
sis from surfaces in their native environment, eliminating the need to transport samples 
to laboratories for analysis. He couples field-portable mass spectrometry systems with an 
ambient sampling method known as desorption electrospray ionization. This technology 
has great promise for applications as diverse as homeland security, product safety, environ-
mental pollution, and forensics. In 2009 he was a featured speaker at the 100th American 
Oil Chemists Society meeting in Orlando and Army National Guard Civil Support Team 
conference in Anaheim, California, where he shared the program with President Bill Clinton. 
Mulligan hopes to continue exploring applications of the technology and incorporating these 
techniques into the undergraduate curriculum at Illinois State. 
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OUTSTANDING UNIVERSITY SERVICE AWARD 
The Outstanding University Service Award is given to faculty members whose service to Illinois State 
University is unusually significant and meritorious. Service is a central component of Illinois State's 
mission and governance . 
• STEPHEN A. GOODWIN • 
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS 
SERVICE INITIATIVE AWARD 
The Service Initiative Award is given to faculty members who, early in their academic careers, have 
shown considerab/,e promise in service to the University. Up to seven tenured or tenure-track faculty 
members per year with five or .fewer years of service to Illinois State University receive the award 
• JUDITH BRIGGS• 
SCHOOL OF ART 
STAN AND SANDY RIVES EXCELLENCE IN 
UNDERGRADUATE EDUCATION AWARD 
The Stan and Sandy Rives Excelknce in Undergraduate Education Award recognizes outstanding 
teaching or a significant contribution to the undergraduate experience, with special attention given to 
the first-year experience . 
• RoBERT McLAUGHLIN • 
Robert McLaughlin joined the Department of English in 1988. He has served as the depart-
ment's Honors coordinator, director of the Undergraduate Curriculum Committee, and as a 
coadvisor of the Sigma Tau Delta organization. McLaughlin is praised by his peers for provid-
ing individualized attention to his students, taking the time to find out who they are, what 
they know, and building on that. Students comment on how challenging and rewarding his 
classes are, and how grateful they are for the guidance and support he provides. McLaugh-
lin also has a talent for recruiting the help of other faculty to assist with these activities. His 
leadership while serving as the director of the Undergraduate Curriculum Committee led to a 
series of curricular innovations in the program. By connecting his work in the classroom and 
on committees, McLaughlin has significantly contributed to the culture of the undergraduate 
program as a whole. 
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HERB SANDERS AWARD FOR OUTSTANDING 
ACADEMIC ADVISEMENT 
The Herb Sanders Award for Outstanding Academic Advisement recognizes advisors who 
demonstrate a caring attitude for students, who are assertive in their contacts with students, 
and who support campus wide academic advisement . 
• MAUREEN GoLLMER SMITH • 
Maureen Gollmer Smith joined the Curriculum and Instruction Department as an advisor 
in 1994. For the past 16 years she has worked with thousands of students. She teaches in the 
secondary education sequence and assists on secondary sequence related issues. Smith enjoys 
the challenge of not only working with the different majors, bur also helping students through 
their certification and endorsement issues. Smith has been working on new ways of dissemi-
nating information and teaching students to be more responsible for their choices, while still 
maintaining a friendly and student-centered atmosphere. Smith has been involved with Major 
Fair, Administrative Professional Council, AP Grievance Council, AP Awards Committee, 
and was part of the Academic Advisor Advisory Cow1cil Steering Committee. She is involved 
with several campus committees and serves as the president of the Departmental and School 
Advisor Council. 
WILLIAMS OUTSTANDING TECHNOLOGY 
SERVICE AWARD 
The Williams Outstanding Technology Service Award recognizes an academic professional or 
civil service staff member who has made an outstanding contribution to the University in the 
area of technology and service. 
• JUSTIN SMITH• 
Justin Smith has worked at the Universiry Computer Help Desk for 10 years, serving as 
primary technical writer and editor, providing second-level support on technical issues, 
fielding emergency calls, administering tracking software, and assisting with day-to-day 
management issues. Smith is primarily responsible for the Help Desk's growing knowledge 
base of articles that allow visitors to research their own solutions to technical issues. As a 
result of Smith's work in this area, visitors know that they can count on clear, concise, and 
understandable solutions from the Help Desk knowledge base. The Help Desk has received 
compliments from other universities on the documentation in the knowledge base, along 
with requests to refer their own campuses to Illinois State's articles. 
NEAL R. GAMSKY AWARD 
The Neal R. Gamsky Award honors a staff member in the Division of Student Affairs who has made 
outstanding contributions to the quality of Life for students at Illinois State University . 
• STACEY MWILAMBWE • 
Stacey Mwilambwe, associate director of residential life in University Housing Services, became 
a member of the University staff in 1994. Mwilambwe recruits , trains, supervises, and evaluates 
professional staff for a residence hall operation of 6,538 students. She established and main-
tains management of the operational/facilities aspect of the residence halls and fosters liaisons 
with internal university constituents and outside community stakeholders. Her accomplish-
ments include the launch of an online housing application for Welcome2ISU, creation and 
implementation of academic lifestyle floors, and creation of an Alumni Mentors program for 
academic lifestyle floors . She has presented at the local, regional, and national levels on top-
ics such as diversity in a changing workforce and building bridges through academic lifestyle 
floors. She also serves on several university committees. 
DAVID A. STRAND DIVERSITY 
ACHIEVEMENT AWARD 
The David A. Strand Diversity Achievement Award honors faculty and/or staff members who 
have made extraordinary contributions to curricula or programs that help Illinois State 
University respond to its commitment to diversity . 
• RICK LEWIS • 
Rick Lewis, associate dean of students in the Dean of Students Office, joined the University 
staff as a graduate assistant in 1986. Lewis' nominating letters cited his commitment to diver-
sity in all aspects of his work. In whatever group he serves, Lewis acts as the "conscience," 
emphasizing diversity. Lewis developed the Run for Academic Success and Excellence Scholar-
ship, which supporrs students with textbook scholarships or an opportunity to participate in 
Alternative Breaks, and is frequently invited to train others on campus in the area of diversity. 
Lewis is one of the founding members of the Oshkosh Placement Exchange's Minority and 
Friends Nerwork, which brings together candidates of color in a social setting to nerwork with 
veteran professionals. He was also instrumental in establishing a Mobile Dean on Duty to 
ensure a staff presence on the Quad. 
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2010 ALUMNI AWARDS 
OUTSTANDING YOUNG ALUMNI AWARD 
• JOE REYNOLDS• 
College of Business alum Joe Reynolds '03 started his first business while an Illinois Stare 
student. In 2007 he envisioned creating a one-day adventure in cities around the country, 
which is how The Grear Urban Race came into existence. Events are held in 20 cities, with 
participants competing for a spot in the national race. Because Reynolds believes in giving 
back, each race includes an acriviry to boost a local charity. Illinois Scare became the first 
university to host the race, with some proceeds from the 2009 Homecoming event benefic-
ing a student scholarship fund. With the help of Illinois Scare alums and student interns, 
Reynolds has expanded his business to create Red Frog Events. His company now offers 
even more adventure with new events, such as Warrior Dash. 
ALUMNI ACHIEVEMENT AWARDS 
• CONNIE FAKO SHOEMAKE. 
Connie Fako Shoemake '77 majored in special education, was a member of Delta Delta 
Delea Sorority, and was nominated as a Bone Scholar while at Illinois Scare. She caught 
special education, grades K-12, adult GED classes, and worked as an elementary school 
administrator before transitioning to the business world. For more than two decades she has 
been a corporate leader within IBM. She is vice president of Economic Stimulus Initiatives 
for North America. Prior to 2009 Shoemal<e was vice president responsible for IBM's sales 
within the public sector. Named by I-Street Magazine as one of the Top 25 Technology 
Women in Chicago, Shoemake has been recognized by Women in Technology International 
for her leadership and mentoring excellence. Shoemake was appointed by Mayor Richard 
M . Daley to represent IBM on the Chicago Mayor's Council of Technology. Her dedica-
tion to bolstering America's competitiveness through improving education led to her inclu-
sion on the Mayor's Council of Technology Advisors Talent Initiative in Chicago. She is 
involved in leadership and mentoring programs in the Chicago Executive Club, and sirs on 
the Chicago Board of the American Cancer Society. A dedicated mom and wife involved in 
school, community, and church programs, Shoemake actively seeks opportunities to help 
ochers advance and lead in rhe public and private sectors. 
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• ToM IRWIN. 
Theatre alumnus Tom Irwin '79 joined the prestigious SteppenwolfTheatre when it moved 
into its first Chicago home in fall 1979. He has acted in or has directed more than 50 plays 
with Steppenwolf. Irwin has performed on Broadway, off-Broadway, and in regional theatre. 
Irwin has also appeared at the Williamstown Theatre Festival, the Sydney and Perth Australia 
Festivals, The Royal National Theatre of London, and at the Wyndhams Theatre-London 
opposite Madonna. He has appeared in several films, including Midnight Run, Mr. Jones, and 
21 Grams. In addition to numerous TV movies and guest spots, he was a series regular on My 
Life and Times, and My So-Called Life. He is currently on the TNT series Saving Grace with 
Holly Hunter. Irwin has been on the faculty at DePaul University and Columbia College in 
Chicago. He cofounded and is teaching with Steppenwolf Classes West in Los Angeles. 
E. BURTON MERCIER ALUMNI SERVICE AWARD 
• p ARKER L. LAWLIS • 
Parker Lawlis '57, M.S. '61, earned business teacher education and business administration 
degrees at Illinois State. He taught, was a principal, and worked at The Wall Street journal 
before joining the University in 1965 as the director of alumni. He retired in 1992 as director 
of Placement Services, having received state and national awards for his work in the position. 
He served more than rwo decades as a member of the Normal Town Council, was a member 
of the McLean County Board, and is past president of Home Sweet Home Mission. Lawlis 
also cochaired three Unit 5 referendum initiatives, and is involved with the American Red 
Cross. He travels the country as a volunteer, ready and willing to help others rebuild following 
disaster. Named Normal Citizen of the Year in 1997, he continues to help others through his 
work at the Midwest Food Bank as a volunteer and driver. His service to Illinois State is exten-
sive, and includes a term as president of the Annuitants Association Board. 
DISTINGUISHED ALUMNI AWARD 
• RICHARD MANAHAN. 
Richard Manahan '65, M.S. '71, Ed.D. '75, served in the U.S. Army, receiving an honorable 
discharge before enrolling at Illinois State. He completed rwo business degrees and a doctor-
ate in educational administration at the University, where he also began his higher education 
career as an assistant auditor. A certified public accountant, he has more than 40 years of higher 
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education experience in reaching, research, public service, and administrative positions. 
While at East Tennessee State University, Manahan has received national recognition for 
leading fundraising efforrs rhar have placed endowments among rhe top 400 universities and 
colleges in the nation. He has served on more rhan 30 corporate, civic, elected, profit, and 
nor-for-profit boards. He served on rhe Tennessee Stare Board of Nursing, National Educa-
tion Commission of the Stares, and currently serves on rhe Tennessee Court of rhe Judiciary. 
Manahan remains committed to Illinois State, serving for 15 years on the Alumni Associa-
tion Board of Directors. He has received numerous accolades, including induction into rhe 
University's College of Education and College of Business Halls of Fame, tl1e Illinois Chap-
ter of rhe National Wrestling Hall of Fame, and the National School Board Association's 
Distinguished Service Award. The Tennessee Legislature passed a resolution honoring and 
commending Manahan for his meritorious service to the state and his community. 
SENATOR JOHN w. MAITLAND JR., 
COMMITMENT TO EDUCATION AWARD 
• EuGENE P. JoNTRY. 
Gene Jonrry '58 built his career on a passion to help yourh. A Redbird on the basketball 
team and now a member of rhe Illinois State Arhlerics Hall of Fame, J ontry began his high 
school reaching and coaching career at Chenoa after completing his education degree at 
Illinois State Normal University. He served as principal at Chenoa before raking rhe first of 
rhree school superintendent positions at Chenoa, Octavia, and Ridgeview. Most of his 45 
years in education were spent at rhe administrative level. He retired as rhe regional super-
intendent of schools for McLean, DeWitt, and Livingston counties in 2003. Jontry worked 
through rhe years to collaborate with rhe College of Education on many conferences and 
workshops, and is a member of rhe college's Hall of Fame. He helped develop the Regional 
Alternative/SA VE program, which helps students who struggle in a traditional classroom. 
Jontry received the Distinguished Service Award from the Illinois State Alumni Association 
in 1986. He served on the Illinois Stare Foundation Board for 16 years, and on rhe Alumni 
Association Board for 12 years. Driven by a desire to serve, he remains a mentor and friend 
of education. 
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OUTSTANDING UNIVERSITY GRADUATE 
STUDENT TEACHING AWARD 
The Outstanding University Graduate Student Teaching Award is to recognize outstanding 
contributions to teaching made by graduate students as part of their program and educational 
experience at Illinois State University . 
. CHEPINA WITKOWSKI . 
Chepina Witkowski is a graduate student at Illinois State University pursuing a Ph.D. in 
mathematics education. Witowski came to Illinois State in 2007 to learn more about teach-
ing mathematics to elementary school students. She taught a 100-level mathematics course 
for pre-service elementary school teachers. She also taught a 100-level mathematics course at 
Keene State College. Her goal is to establish a local mathematics education community that 
would connect preservice teachers, classroom teachers, and elementary students in order to 
help student achievement and foster an appreciation of mathematics. She hopes to connect her 
future college students with classroom teachers to create a supportive network that emphasizes 
students' conceptual learning of mathematics. Wickowski's contributions to the mathematics 
education community include presentations at local and national conferences and published 
articles in a teacher practitioner journal . 
• EBONY MURRELL . 
Ebony Murrell has been teaching in the School of Biological Sciences since 2007 while 
working toward her doctorate. She has taught undergraduates and graduates in ecology, 
tropical ecology, and biostatistics, and has also helped to develop the curriculum for some of 
those programs. Her teaching philosophy is based on a few core ideas: (1) love what you do, 
and convey that enthusiasm to your students; (2) all students learn differently, so use a combi-
nation of teaching methods to present information in different ways; and (3) think positively 
and emphasize what students do correctly in addition to correcting what is wrong. Murrell 
continues to seek our opportunities to teach a variety of courses to collaborate with different 
professors and improve her teaching skills. 
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STUDENT SCHOLARSHIP EssAY AND 
LESSON PLAN COMPETITION 
• KAREN MARTIN • 
SENIOR, ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
• CLAIRE SMALL • 
JUNIOR, THEATRE 
• LAUREN TIMMINS • 
SENIOR, PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
BONE, PRESIDENTIAL, 
AND UNIVERSITY SCHOLARS 
BONE SCHOLARS Patrice Baumhardt Jonathan Damery Sebastian Grobe 
Deandra Bass 
Laura Beckman Allison Davis Nicholas Hagan 
David Cermak 
Catherine Bennett Rebecca Denney Laurel Halfar 
Jonathan Damery 
Katharine Bettendorf Yvonne Dils Stephanie Halinski 
Meghan Betzel Mark Donahue Michael Hamak 
Kimberly Jaros 
Alexandra Boldt Jonathan Dove Nichelle Harrison 
Douglas Johnson 
Adrienne Boni Natalie Drew Nathaniel Haywood 
Danielle Kiefner 
Erin Lindsey 
Daniel Box Eliot Driver Bernard Heine 
Heather Bridges Chelsea Dubois Rebekah Hertz 
Jordan Lopez 
Ashley Brown Clare Durepos Jackie Hilgendorf 
Maggie O'Malley 
Jacob Brownell Danielle Duvick Marrita Hilst 
Hayley Ralph 
Michelle Brunk Landinn Eckhardt Polly Hirt 
Molly Sharer 
Emily Byrnes Maria Endsley Jonathan Hostetler 
Nathaniel Smart 
Rebecca Scrapie 
Matthew Carlson Kristiana Escobar Andrew Hudson 
Jeremy Carter Tyler Evans Michelle Hum 
Ethan Van Norman 
David Cermak Kristen Farmer Jennifer Huss 
PRESIDENTIAL Kari Chesney Timothy Farrell Katherine Jean 
SCHOLARS Melanie Chwee Laura Fehr Zachary Jeremiah 
Erin Clark Brandon Fehrman Emily Johnson 
Alicia Ackerman Amanda Clement Claire Ford Melissa Kaeb 
Tara Adams Lindsay Clements Trenton Ford Katherine Kauffman 
Sarah Alber Kelsey Coker Ben Fraley Rachel Kee 
Ryan Andris Ashley Collazo Kent Franklin Kirsten Keener 
Kristen Atkins Kerry Conrad Michael Fuelling Jennifer Keigher 
Kurt Bachtold Adam Corbitt Daniel Fulton Molly Keith 
Amy Baker Amy Cotter Taylor Garrison Wendi Kelson 
Alexis Baldacci Andrew Cross Alexis Gasser Jamie Kennett 
Kyle Barshinger Kathleen Cruger Katie Giberson Kristopher Kerwin 
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Kristen Kessell Natalie Roxas Christina Yessin Dean Johnson 
Danielle Kiefner Cary Ruklic Xuhan Zhang Travis Johnson 
Kevin Kledzik Simone Runyon Rodney Johnson 
Ashley Knorr Lily Rutherford UNIVERSITY Melissa Kelly 
Kyle Koniewicz Mary Ryan SCHOLARS Jeremy Kman 
Elizabeth Kubik Allison Saidat Angelica Alday Eva Lawrence 
Tifany Lake Anna Sanchez Adrienne Anderson Raziel Leiva 
Abby Langenburg Rebecca Saunders Brittany Applegate Alan Lin 
Thomas Lauren Aaron Schmitt Jose Arceo Angela Martinez 
Andrew Lawrence Danielle Schumacher Stephen Ballard Gloria Mascote 
Erin Lee Kathryn Schutte Deandra Bass Lauren Mathis 
Maggie Leonard Katrina Schutzkus Marissa Benavidez Leah Meyer 
Danielle Luensman Alisa Schwemin Craig Bolton Ashley Mora 
Kaitlyn Lunte Kristina Schwemin Gordon Booker Rhea Newman 
Amanda Lutes Mary Jean Sedlock Lauren Bradley Ashley Olson 
Jordan Macy Sarah Selmeyer Erica Brown Luis Otero 
Danny Mai Alexander Silber Erico Burgos Millicent Owusu 
Dario Marotta Jodi Slagel Silvia Castillo Nicole Padron-Glass 
Sarah Mason Nathaniel Smart Jennifer Chua Michael Pemberton 
Kayleigh McGann Kelly Snyder Cristina Ciukowski Kieran Pereira 
David McGill Laura Soppet Jamie Clark Amanda Perez 
Eric Meier Rebecca Straple London Conley Katherine Pratt 
Valerie Melrose Kathryn Straub Jelani Darling Aisha Praught 
Megan Miller Andrew Stuepfert Kara Davis Dakota Puerto 
Robin Mina Alisha Sudkamp Diana DeAnda Jemiann Puno 
Brittany Minkler Danica Taylor Britney Dibler Raquel Rattray 
Nicole Morrow Ariane Termini David Douglas Mariah Reed 
Brandon Nelson Brittany Thompson Elliott Englander Deja Sanders 
Timothy Norman Jordan Thompson Elizabeth Flores Corie Schave 
William Nussbaum Melissa Udelhofen Andrew Fujii Cassandra Settles 
Nancy O'Neill Kathryn Valle Adriene Galindo Nicky Silva 
Karina Palukaitis Rachel Varney Ivan Gallardo Alicia Smith 
Andrew Patton Rachel Ventress Andrea Garay Brittany Smith 
Rachel Pepich Lauren Vickroy Amy Garganera Candice Stiger 
Samantha Perr Hannah Waibel Armando Christian Stoinev 
Anne Perry Amanda Walsh Gil-Barriga Cara Suggs 
Christine Pflueger Matthew Ware Ashley Gomez Jordan Thompson 
Sarah Pfluger Anna Weigandt Alex Gonzalez Brandon Thornton 
David Prevo Bryan Wengert Cliffton Gordon Diana Wills 
Elizabeth Rainville Stephanie Jennifer Grandfield Nena Woo 
Jamie Rasmussen Whitecotton Nichelle Harrison Erika Yabile 
Jennifer Richter Jordan Wiley Jory Hayes Kelly Yuen 
Alice Riddle Bonnie Willis Amy Heredia Stephanie Zarinana 
Stephen Riopell Stephanie Wilson Juanita Herman 
Sean Riordan Sarah Wirtz Kaitlin Hernandez 
Mary Risius Emily Wittrig Terry Jackson 
Elizabeth Ritter Emily Wolter Nichole Jacobs 
Emma Roth Jessica W oznialc Candyce Jarmon 
Lauren Rowley Katie Wright 
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ENVIRONMENTAL STEWARDSHIP AWARD 
The goal of this annual award is to recognize campus groups and departments that are helping to 
farther the Green Teams mission. Research projects, ongoing environmental education programs, 
individual efforts, and innovative program implementation are just a few of the efforts that are 
acceptable for recognition . 
. GROUNDS AND FLEET MANAGEMENT . 
Grow1ds and Fleet Management has long been a steward of the campus and community 
environment, making it the 2009 Environmental Stewardship Award recipient. They have 
implemented several projects chat have not only beneficed our environment, but are also 
examples of environmental stewardship to ocher universities and communities. 
Storm water can cause flooding and carry pollutants into water systems. To address this 
concern, Grounds and Fleet Management has installed multiple storm water management fea-
tures, including a rain garden, two bioswales, and chree parking lots wich permeable concrete. 
The department has played a key role in establishing che Reggie Ride bike rental and 
Connect by Hertz car sharing programs. In 2008 Facilities Fleet Division added six Toyota 
Priuses to the fleet rental pool, increasing the overall fuel efficiency. Biodiesel is also used in 
all diesel engine vehicles and machinery. 
Waste reduction has been a priority for Grounds and Fleet Management. Mose notable 
is the implementation of a new solid waste contract chat will enable the University to mea-
sure waste production, reduction, and create opportunities to furcher reduce che waste flow. 
Illinois Scace is also proudly recognized as a Tree Campus USA, the first in the state. 
Tree Campus USA is a national program by the Arbor Day Foundation chat recognizes and 
honors colleges and universities for effectively managing their campus trees and fostering 
the concept of urban forestry beyond their campus borders into che community. 
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2009 TEAM EXCELLENCE AWARDS 
FIRST PLACE 
• SUCCESS IOI • 
HONORABLE MENTION 
• REGGIE RIDE • 
• WASHINGTON, D.C., CIVIC ENGAGEMENT STUDY TouR • 
A/P COUNCIL DISTINGUISHED SERVICE Aw ARDS 
• ARLENE HOSEA • 
STUDENT AFFAIRS 
• JAN MURPHY • 
OFFICE OF THE PROVOST 
• RANDY REID. 
SCHOOL OF AnT 
A/P COUNCIL EMERGING LEADER AWARD 
• ENID CARDINAL. 
FACILITIES MANAGEMENT 
A/P COUNCIL ESPRIT DE CORPS AWARD 
• RoN GIFFORD• 
HISTORY DEPARTMENT 
CIVIL SERVICE COUNCIL DISTINGUISHED 
SERVICE AWARDS 
• NANCY ELLER • 
SCHOOL OF THEATRE 
• KEVIN WIAND • 
GRADUAT E SCHOOL AND RE.SEARCH AND SPONSORED PROGRAMS 
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REcoGNITION OF EMPLOYEES 
YEARS OF SERVICE 
40 YEARS 
Barbara Brande.. ....... ........ ....... ... ... Milner Library 
Beery McCannon .... ............. .. .... ... Milner Library 
30 YEARS 
Connie Bass ... ....... ..................... ... Milner Library 
Elizabeth Boulware ...... ........ ... ... ... Health Services 
Michael Brown ....... .... ......... ... ...... Campus Dining Services 
Susan Cameron .... .. .... ....... ............ Student Accounts 
Dianna Damkoehler ....... ...... .. ...... Thomas Metcalf School 
Russell Derango ... .................. ... .... Agriculture 
Melinda Fischer ... .. .... .... ..... ... .... ... Intercollegiate Athletics 
Sharon Griffin ..... .............. ........ .... LANG 
Gail Lamb .... .. ........... .. .... .. ... ....... .. Development-Fundraising 
Margaret Myers ......... ..... ....... .... .. .. Milner Library 
25 YEARS 
Dean Berndt .. ... .. ...... ..... ... .. ... ... .... Student Accounts 
Julie Caplinger ..... .. ...... .... ....... .. .... CTLT 
Harley Carlson ..... ... ....... .. .... ..... .... Bone Student Center 
James Caselton ..... .. ..... ................. . Milner Library 
Richard Coyne .. .................. ...... .... Facilities Management 
Bill Cummins ........... ...... ...... ... ... .. Planning and Institutional Research 
Robin Gould ................................ . Planning and Institutional Research 
James Greene ...... ............... .... ....... Campus Services/Grounds 
Kathleen Hamilton .. ....... ... ... ........ Human Resources 
James Harris .... ..... ............ .. ... .... .... Campus Services/Grounds 
Alan Hasty ...... .......... ...... ... ..... ...... Health Services 
Abel Hernandez .... ..... ...... ... .......... Campus Services/Grounds 
James Jacobs ..... ............ .. ..... ... ... .... University Registrar 
Bruce Johnson ....... .... ...... ... ........ ... Curriculum and Instruction 
Richard Jones .. ...... .......... .... ... ....... Student Affairs 
Deborah Lesser ......... ...... .... .......... School of Communication 
Randy McClure .......... .... .............. Facilities Management 
Chika Nnamani .......... .................. Internacional Studies 
David Rathke ........ ... .. ..... .... .... ...... School oflnformacion Technology 
Kim Sawyer. ................. .. ..... ...... .... Enterprise Systems Support 
Donald Schmidt.. ...... .. ........... ....... Biological Sciences 
Janis Semingson ... .... ... .. ..... .. ... ..... . Computer Infrastructure 
Timothy Smith .. .. ... ..... ...... ... ........ Facilities Management 
Cathy Stowers ............. .................. University Police 
Sharon Sweeney ..... .. ... ... .. .... .. .. ... .. University Police 
Mark Walbert ... ........ .... ... ..... ..... ... Provost Office 
Linda Wellenreiter ........ ......... ....... Provost Office 
Lynda Williamson ... .... ........ ... ....... Campus Services/Grounds 
20 YEARS 
Cinthia Allison ..... ....... .. ..... ......... .. Campus Services/Grounds 
Deborah Babcock ........ ................. . Insurance and Financial Services 
Macy Barcomb ... ... .. .. .......... ... ...... . Campus Services/Grounds 
Tammy Carlson .... .... .... ..... ... ... ..... Human Resources 
Sandra Cavi .. ....... ....... .... ... ... .. ... .... Budget Office 
Tracey Chandler .. .. .... ........ ........... Campus Services/Grounds 
Sukjung Chang .. ...... .. ................... College of Business Student Advisement 
David Clark .. .. .......... .... .. .............. Facilities Management 
Steven Coan .. .. ...... ...... .. .. .... .... ...... Student Affairs Information Technology 
Macy Duffy .... .. ........... ...... .... .... .... Student Involvement Center 
James Dunham .............. .... .......... . Physics 
Anita Embree .. .. ............ ....... ...... ... Health Services 
Marc Feaster .... ... ..... ......... ....... ... .. University High School 
Delia Fisk ... ....... .. ..... ........ .. ........... Campus Services/Grounds 
Donna Gannon ........ ....... ... ...... .. .. . University Housing Services 
Sharon Garee ............................. ... Admissions 
Scott Genung .... .. ..... ...... ..... ..... .. ... Campus Technology Support Group 
James Hauskins ....... ... .... ............... Campus Services/Grounds 
Kimberly Hays .............. ................ Student Counseling Services 
Sharon Hellman ....... .... ....... ...... .... Health Services 
Stephen Hopkins .. .. ....... ........ ....... Enterprise Systems Support 
Arlene Hosea .... ...... .. ...... ..... ...... .... Student Affairs 
Michael Jagosh ... .. .. ........... .... ........ Campus Services/Grounds 
Rickie Johnson .............. ................ Campus Recreation 
James Johnson ..... ....... ... ...... ...... ... . Facilities Management 
James Kellogg .. .... .. ... ..... .. ..... .... ..... Health Services 
Rickey Kenczler .. .... ........ ... ..... ... .... Facilities Planning and Operations 
April Klockenga ..... .... ..... ... ........... Campus Services/Grounds 
Diane Leonard ...... ... ..... ................ Communication Sciences 
William Link ...... ....... ....... ... ..... .... University Housing Services 
Suzann Locke .. .... ....... .. ........... ... .. . Human Resources 
Rene Lockenour ........ .... ........ ... .. .. . Campus Recreation 
Eric Lutz ...... .. ..... ..... ....... ........ .... .. University Police 
Georgia Martin ...... ............ .. .. ... ... . Facilities Planning 
Rita Moss ..... ..... ... .. ....................... Dean of Education 
Mary Oblinger-Hammond ........ ... . Facilities Management 
Wanda Passini ......... .. ......... ...... .. .. . University Police 
Gwendolyn Perry ........... ... .. ..... ..... Campus Services/Grounds 
Ann Rich ........ .... ... ....... .. ...... ........ Milner Library 
Verlinda Sapp ...... ...... .. .. ... ..... ....... Special Olympics Illinois 
Michael Schumacher ....... ........... ... Redbird Arena 
Marcia Scott.. ....... ...... .. .. ........ ....... Campus Dining Services 
Maureen Smith .... .. ... ..... ............... Curriculum and Instruction 
Douglas Snyder .... ..... ........ ..... ... .. .. Special Olympics Illinois 
Janet Spera ................ ...... ...... ... ... .. Health Services 
Paul Uphoff .......... ..... ... .. ..... .... .. ... Campus Dining Services 
Linda Veatch .. .. ... ......... ... ...... ...... .. Special Olympics Illinois 
Barbara Wager ...... .... .... ...... .... ...... Admissions 
Elizabeth Whelan ........... ........ ... .. .. Comptroller's Office 
Shelley Wilson .. ......... .... .. ..... .. .. .... Campus Dining Services 
Linda Young .. .. .......... ..... ..... ......... Health Services 
15 YEARS 
Veda Rives ......... .. .. .... ............ ....... School of Art 
Steven Robinson .. .... .... ........ ..... ... . Internal Auditor 
Jeri Ryburn ................ ....... ........... . University Registrar 
Brenda Sandage ....... ...................... Campus Services/Grounds 
Susan Savage ... ................ .... .......... School of Social Work 
Linda Staley ..... ..... .... .. ..... .. .. ......... Development-Information/Donor Services 
Charles Summers ......... ... ... ....... ... . University Police 
L. Tetley .. .. ..... ..... ... ....... .. .. ... .... .... University Housing Services 
Kathleen Webster. ... .......... ............ Financial Aid Office 
Brenda Yoder .. ... .... ... .. ..... ...... ...... . College of Business 
IO YEARS 
Margaret Volk .... .......... .... ...... ...... . University Housing Services 
Linda Wall ...... ..... ..... ... ......... .. .. .... Educational Administration and Foundations 
William Waters ....... ........... .... ... ... . Facilities Management 
D. Waugh .. .. ............... ..... ..... ....... . University Registrar 
Kevin Wiand .. .. .... .... ....... ...... .. .. .... Graduate School 
Michele Wilson ................ .. .... .. ..... Comptroller's Office 
George Wiman .... ...... ........... .. ... ... Dean of Business 
Lataetka Wooten ....... ...... ...... ........ Milner Library 
Eric Yeager .. .. ....... .......... ...... ... ... ... Office of Research in Arts Technology 
Stephanie Zychowski ..... .......... .. .. . Thomas Metcalf School 
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ILLINOIS STATE UNIVERSITY 
BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
Michael McCuskey 
chair 
Joanne E. Maitland 
secretary 
Jay D. Bergman 
Anne Davis 
Bob Dobski 
Beery Kinser 
Geno Bagnuolo 
studen t trustee 
ILLINOIS STATE UNIVERSITY FOUNDATION 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
Joseph Armstrong Joseph Loss 
Dianne Ashby Larry Lyons 
Ann Baughan Donald McHenry 
J.D. Bergman Mary Lou Mercier 
Kurt Bock Leroy Noel 
Kathryn Bohn Jack North 
Al Bowman Stanley Ommen 
David Brown John Rigas 
Marc Bulandr Robert Rush 
Eric Burwell Maya Shenoy 
Steven Clayton Sol Shulman 
Larry Clore Carl Sneed 
Douglas Collins Jack Snyder 
William England James Tyree 
Donald Finley Margaret Van Meter 
Gary Gemberling Sam Van Scoyoc 
Thomas Heimsoth Mary Ann Webb 
Thomas Jacob Kevin Wiand 
Daniel Kelley Larry Williams 
James Knecht Jeffrey Wood 
Robert Lakin 
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ACKNOWLEDGMENTS 
Thank you to those who continue to enrich the tradition 
of Founders Day by marching in regalia. 
UNIVERSITY HYMN 
GLORY HAST THOU, MIGHT AND POWER, 
PROUD THE HALLS OF ISU; 
DEEDS THAT LIVE IN SONG AND STORY, 
LOYAL SONS AND DAUGHTERS TRUE. 
So SHALT THOU IN YEARS INCREASING, 
SEND THY GRADS OF HONEST WORTH; 
FORTH TO BEAR WITH ZEAL UNCEASING, 
WISDOM'S TORCH THROUGHOUT THE EARTH. 
ILLINOIS STATE 
An equal opportunity/affirmative action university encouraging diversity 
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